SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

- Same or next day shipment from stock; mill quantities to blanket orders
- FIRSTCUT+® processing/prefabricating services
- Comprehensive inventory management
- Epak® electronic documentation and certification service within 24 hours of shipped order
- All material is melt-source traceable

CUSTOM 455 STAINLESS STEEL ROUND BAR

WE STOCK MEDICAL GRADE STAINLESS STEEL ROUND BAR

- Stocking screw machine quality Custom 455 with tolerances of +/-0.0005"
- All sizes below 0.750” round are stocked to a bar tolerance of +/- 0.0005”
- Custom 455 is domestically melted and manufactured unless otherwise agreed upon

ROUND BAR SIZES

1.875”–2.000”

CUSTOM 455 APPLICATIONS

Surgical Instruments for Orthopedic, Spinal, and Dental Markets, Drill Bits, Drivers, Distractors, Shafts